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PRESIDENT'S REPORT 

Vandalism continues to be a problem on The Trail , particularly on those sections 
close to the metropolitan area. 

At times the damage seems to be mindless and random, and other times, more 
malevolent, with logoes repositioned to send walkers on a course at right angles to 
the correct one. 

As with graffiti , possibly one of the best deterrents is to rectify the damage as soon 
as possible, so the persons responsible do not get any lasting gratification from their 
deeds. 

It is important therefore, in the interest of safety and as a deterrent to vandals , that 
any damage to the trails is reported as soon as possible, so immediate repairs can 
be organised. 

To this end, it is also important that we have a pool of volunteers willing to form 
working parties at short notice. 

Thanks to Shirley and Malcolm Tavender for prompt repair after a recent instance. 

As reported elsewhere, I recently had the pleasure of leading 27 walkers on a day 
walk to Marschalls Hut. Everybody was very favourably impressed, and a big 
thanks must go to the Officers from Rec. S.A. responsible, the workers from Bryan 
Place who did the restorations, and to property owner James Huppatz. 

The best way to give thanks is to use the Hut regularly, fill in the Log Book, and help 
with any maintenance requ ired. 

I would like to end with a quote from Air Vice Marshall Dave Rogers in a publicat ion 
I recently had the privilege to read. "You can learn a lot from history, but if you drag 
it along like luggage all it will do is weigh you down and hold you back." 

SINGLE 
Merilyn HIGGINS 
Martina TAEKER 
Bee Geok LOW 
Lee SINCLAIR 
P. AURICHT 
Christine HUTCHINS 

NEW MEMBERS 

Creina SCANLON 
Carol CRICHTON 
Robert COLLINS 
Angela CHARLTON 
Nola TURK 
Kay NELSON 
Andrew JANSEN 
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Gerry & Beryl LAIRD 
John & Homaira FISK 
Jim, Tricia & Cameron BELL 
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SOCIAL MEETING 

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 15th 7.30 pm 

ENTERPRISE HOUSE 136 Greenhill Road, Unley 

Speaker: Dr. Barry Fitzpatrick 

•• •• 

The speaker has undertaken many trips to the Himalayas over the past fifteen years 
which have created a catalyst for a surgical training project at present being run in 
Bangladesh. 

The talk and accompanying slide presentation describes the country, its people and 
their health problems. 

Please bring a plate of supper. 

THANKYOU 

Thankyou to those people who contributed to this issue! Please note that the 
closing date for much needed contributions for the next issue is late September. 

LEISURE DIRECTIONS RESOURCE CENTRE 

The Department of Recreation, Sport and Racing wish to advise that as of 28th July 
1995 the Leisure Directions Resource Centre will be closing due to Departmental 
restructuring. 

We would like to thank the Resource Centre for their support in the past, and 
especially for lending us many of their display racks, and passing on some valuable 
display material to us. 

STOP PRESS 

Richard and Gunther Schmitz and Neville Southgate have just spent a 10 hour day 
painting the office and ian's den. This plus the display racks from the Resource 
Centre will make the premises much more attractive. 

A big thanks to Richard, Gunther and Nev. 
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TRAIL MAINTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 

•• •• •• •• 

Since the last publication of the Trailwalker Section Leaders and Maintenance 
Volunteers have completed two more Maintenance Weekends. 

On Saturday 3rd June, Section Leader Shirley Tavender and Malcolm Tavender 
assisted by Colin Biggs and transport driver "I can get you anywhere" Arthur Smith 
worked in the area Norton Summit through to Cudlee Creek. All the scheduled work 
in the Park was completed, replacing way markers and posts where needed. 
Clearer signs were put in place at the Eastern end of the park, some more work is 
required and this will be carried out as soon as possible. 

Sunday 4th June was organised by Section Leader Liz O'Shea along with her WEA 
Rambler Group and assisted by volunteer maintenance members of the Friends. 
This group worked on the Piccadilly to Norton Summit section of the Trail. The work 
involved the start of a re-route on the Rockdale Hill section of the trail within 
Horsnell Gully Conservation Park. The re-route had been previously surveyed by 
officers of REC/SA. This job was completed up to the end of the surveyed section, 
further survey work is required by the department to complete the re-route. See 
Liz's interesting article for more detail on the days events, 'Many Hands Make Light 
Work' . 

On the 1st and 2nd of July a maintenance weekend was held at Surra, assisting the 
local Section Leader Hugh Greenhill . This was an 'away from home job' which 
entailed overnighting at Surra. Transport was provided, the departments Land 
Cruiser. I picked up Steven Harkness, Ralph Ollerenshaw and David Marshall 
outside the Friends Pitt Street office, early Saturday morning. The next stop was out 
on the Main North Road to collect Colin Biggs and Michael Southren, then it was full 
steam ahead to Surra. On arrival at Surra we met up with Hugh and his two 
'assistants' Mike Fretwell and Bob Howell. 

Hugh had his work schedule set out for the next two days, leaving only the weather 
un-organised! Saturday we split our material resources and transport into two 
groups. Mike drove his group down to Logans Gap to work with his party on 
remarking and upgrading the trail. 

I took our party, with Hugh's navigating skills further to the north, much of the work 
was up on the ridge of the ranges where the wind howled. Once we all got used to 
leaning at fortyfive degrees we accomplished a lot, bringing the area up to standard. 

Mike and Bob couldn't make it on the Sunday, so after a good nights rest at the 
Surra Hotel we met up with Hugh to complete our program. The two days effort was 
a credit to all involved, we covered approximately 8 km from Logans Gap up to and 
past the Old Princess Royal Mine site. Logistics beat us, our trailer was empty 
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except for the tools of trade. This now leaves the section along the ridge past Stein 
Hill and on down into Surra, wh ich Hugh has already got underway. 

WEEKEND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

AUGUST 
The 5th and 6th August, work is planned for the Peters Hill to Logans Gap section of 
the Trail with Section Leader Michael Tilley. Proposed work includes replacing 
metal posts with the installation of permapine posts and replacing faded way 
markers where necessary. 

SEPTEMBER 
The 2nd and 3rd September, Peter Hill , Section Leader for the Boat Harbour Creek 
to Back Valley Road section plans proposed maintenance between Waitpinga Road 
and Back Valley Road, install ing fabricated duck boards over swampy areas. 

OCTOBER 

The 7th and 8th October, Liz O'Shea, Section Leader Piccadilly to Norton Summit 
plans a maintenance program in her area. 

Maintenance volunteers who can donate their time to attend the above weekends 
please phone the office to register your name. We will advise you of full details prior 
to the scheduled date. 

Maintenance work hours put in by the volunteers on these weekends would now 
exceed 640 person hours. This does not include the midweek work by Section 
Leaders who cont inually inspect and maintain their areas. The effort and 
commitment given by these volunteers is a credit to them. 

We still need assistance midweek, or on the scheduled weekend maintenance 
programmes. So members wishing to join in on th is reward ing and fulfilling activity 
can volunteer their time by ring ing the office, or leaving a message. I will contact 
you and answer any questions or concerns you may have. 

Regards, lan Jays (Project Officer) 
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MAINTENANCE VOLUNTEER SECTION LEADERS 

1. Cape Jervis to Boat Harbour Creek Steven Harkness 
H 384 3530 

2. Boat Harbour Creek to Back Valley Road Peter Hill 

3. Back Valley Road to Moon Hill 

4. Moon Hill to Hindmarsh Tiers Road 

5. Hindmarsh Tiers Rd to Black Fellows 
Creek Rd 

6. Black Fellows Creek Rd to Glen Bold 

7. Glen Bold to Piccadilly 

8. Piccadilly to Norton Summit 

9. Norton Summit to Cudlee Creek 

1 0. Cud lee Creek to Bethany 

11 . Bethany to Peters Hill 

12. Peters Hill to Logans Gap 

13. Logans Gap to Spalding 

14. Spalding to Hughs Gap 
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H 085 565213 
Thelma Anderson 
H 278 4420 
Paul Carruthers 
H 336 1889 
Bob Verrall & Jim Pearce 
H 382 8577 H 276 5190 
w 372 5170 w 372 5169 
Colin Malcolm 
H 382 2194 
Jamie Shephard & Nev Southgate 
H 3318107 H 3642191 
w 3731422 
Liz O'Shea (WEA Ramblers) 
H 352 1636 
Shirley Tavender & Arthur Smith 
H 337 3692 H 261 6746 
Doug Leane 
H 43 3388 
Joyce Heinjus 
H 085 252054 W 085 622022 
Fax 085 252271 
Michael Tilley 
H 396 4363 
Hugh Greenhill - Surra Branch 
H 088 438115 
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TRAIL MAINTENANCE JUNE 4th 1995 
"MANY HANDS MAKE LIGHT WORK" 

•• •• •• •• 

This adage certainly held true on Sunday June 4th when 11 Ramblers and 5 other 
volunteers from the 'Friends' gathered at the corner of Ridge Road and Coach 
Road, Summertown, to start a work-bee in the Horsnell Gully area (HIT Map 2). A 
very steep section of the tra il near Rockdale Hill had become eroded over the years 
and was getting to the point of being dangerous to use; especially during wet 
weather. After lia ison with Project Officer, lan Jays and representatives from the 
Department of Recreation, Sport and Racing a detour was marked out, and this was 
the area for clearance on that Sunday. It was expected that the work would take 
most of the day to complete but with so many energetic helpers, plus the 'magical' 
use of two chain saws, the allotted work was finished prior to lunch; much to 
everyone's surprise. The newly cleared section is not yet ready for use as further 
work on the project must await permission from the Department. 

However as some members still had 'spare' energy a detour was made after lunch to 
Norton Summit I Giles's Corner where some checking and light clearing was made 
prior to us return ing to the city in late afternoon, with that good feeling of 'work well 
done'. 

P.S. The W.E.A. Ramblers would like to thank lan for conducting a short workshop 
at the start of the day, wh ich should help us to 'get th ings right' on our future 
workbees. 

Liz O'Shea 

A WEEKEND AT SURRA 

On a wet Friday evening, 27 hardy souls gathered at Enterprise House where Jamie 
Shephard had very kindly arranged for our our cars to be parked securely over the 
weekend- for wh ich we thank you, Jamie; it was much appreciated! 

Once the luggage and provisions had been loaded on board, we moved off promptly 
at 6.00 pm. However, we hadn't yet crossed Greenhill Road when Ric Trutwin, after 
temporarily re-seat ing some people, organised a mini-series of "THIS IS YOUR 
LIFE' where each passenger had to give a thumbnail sketch of his/her fellow 
traveller, details being obta ined over the next five minutes. 
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This started sedately enough but soon we were entertained with some colourful 
biographies, capped by our coach captain's confession that he was looking for a 
"sugar mommy" who, together with his wife , could keep him in the luxury to which he 
aspired. 

Having set the tone for the excursion, we proceeded through the teeming rain and 
Friday pub-crawling traffic till, past Gawler, a delicious chicken-and-salad dinner 
was served, followed by fruit for dessert and copious quantities of red and white 
wines, diluted in some cases with orange juice. 

So generous were these libations that they necessitated a comfort stop at Tarlee! 
Much relieved , we headed for Burra where we were met by Mike Fretwell , the walks' 
leader, and Colin Edwards, who had organised the weekend and had just completed 
a commando course, euphemistically called the Bush and Mountain Leadership 
Course. 

Accommodation at Burra was in the old Courthouse Hotel. This has a large dining 
area, an equally large carpeted lounge where the manager had very thoughtfully lit 
a welcoming log fire , a fully equipped kitchen which could become a bit cramped 
with 29 people trying to prepare meals simultaneously, two toilet/ablution blocks with 
lots of hot water and a series of bedrooms each containing a pair of double bunks. 

It was interesting to observe how 27 individuals were fast becoming an homogenous 
unit. Not quite though; as the ladies outnumbered the men 2 to 1, a motion for a 
suitable gender mix in the bedroom was lost. So much for equal opportunity! 

Having assembled in the lounge, Colin advised us of the arrangements and his 
expectations for the weekend and Mike briefed us on the walks: 

Saturday's walk would begin at the crack of dawn (8 am) when the bus would 
take us to the start, about an hour's drive away. From there we would 
proceed through Tooralie Gorge, up the Caroona Creek where we would 
lunch, then cross-country and out through Newikee Creek to the bus, about a 
21 km hike. We would then have to be ready by 7 pm for dinner at the Burra 
Hotel. 

As we would be required to clean up the rooms and pack the bus for the 
return journey on Sunday, we could sleep in for a late start of 8.30 am! That 
day's walk, of about 15 km duration, would include the Burra (World's End) 
Gorge. 

Was it enthusiasm or fear of our noble leader that had us all ready on Saturday by 
7.30am? Driving to the start of the walk we passed the recently restored Mt Bryan 
East Primary School , now a safe haven for walkers. 

The walk itself was through varied and picturesque country. We saw plenty of roos 
and a couple of victims of the recent mysterious virus that had afflicted them. The 
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weather was absolutely glorious and it would take a lot to beat the sight of a 
waterhole's still waters reflecting the colours of the surrounding rocks, rouged by the 
late afternoon sun. And when presented with a string of three or four of these 
sparkling jewels- well , God's in His heaven and all 's well with the world . 

The chivalrous surrender of the men's shower block to the ladies was rewarded by a 
bevy of glamorous females (how do they pack all that stuff in one suitcase?). A very 
satisfying three-course meal was followed by coffee and mints, and -after a while 
most returned by bus, though a few trendies stayed on till the pub was almost 
closed. 

These returned to hear prolonged peals of delighted laughter from one of the 
bedrooms where SPINDL YMAN was giving one of his inspired performances. And 
who is SPINDL YMAN? Ah ha, wait till the photographs are developed, when all will 
be revealed (I think I should re-word that!). 

Despite these midnight revels, all was in readiness on time the next day and after a 
short tour of Surra, when Mike pointed out places of historical and cultural 
significance, we proceeded to the start. 

The 'Neather now broke up with gusting gale force winds, driving rain and stinging 
sleet, but this did not dampen the group's enthusiasm even on the exposed ridges, 
though some had to return to the bus at this point for various reasons. More about 
this party later, but the rest carried on personfully (sounds stupid - to heck with 
political correctness) manfully, eating a drenched lunch in the gorge and still 
sounding cheerful and happy! 

We were met at the finish by the walking wounded who had suffered during our 
absence, reluctantly sitting by a fire eating hot soup and scones and jam, and 
wishing they were with us. One would have to wait a long time to hear another such 
whopper. 

On the way back to Surra, Colin, his wife Marlene, Mike and the Walking Committee 
\Nere warmly acclaimed for organising a very pleasant weekend which everyone 
seemed to have thoroughly enjoyed. 

All in all , a typical Friends' walking \Neekend, reflecting the hard behind-the-scenes 
detailed work which resulted in another smooth operation. 

Jennifer & Glen Dow very generously invited the group to their residence for a 
reunion on Friday, August 11 , 1995 and we are looking forward to viewing the 
photos and recounting the experiences. 
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WALKING REPORT 

•• •• 

We are now midway into our walking season and what a wet one it has been. The 
need for waterproof footwear can never be stressed too firmly. I personally am a 
great believer in leather boots but many people prefer lightwear which I am told can 
offer the same protection. Nevertheless strong ankle support and good tread is a 
necessity and this supports itself more so in the winter time when wet and slippery 
conditions prevail. 

The Surra weekend was a great success. Thankyou Michael Fretwell for providing 
some interesting walks. On the Saturday the group walked from Mt Bryan East to 
World's End which I am told was a reasonably demanding walk. This was followed 
in the evening by an excellent meal at the Surra Hotel, the walkers then being 
sustained enough to walk in the Surra Gorge area on the Sunday. 

Our next weekend away will be on September 1st, 2nd and 3rd at Melrose. Please 
note change of date. Bookings are very heavy for this weekend. We will be holding 
an evening on Thursday 1Oth August at 6 pm on the 1st Floor at Adelaide Central 
Mission for persons who have booked! on this trip. The meeting will be of 
approximately three quarters of an hour duration and transport arrangements and 
any other questions will be answered. Could people who require vegetarian meals 
please let us know and we will be able to make adequate arrangements. There is a 
set price for this trip and no concessions will be offered. 

Arthur Smith led us on the Inaugural Walk to Marschalls Hut on Sunday 23rd July. 
Cold wintry conditions did not deter a large group who did an 18 km circuit to the 
new hut. On arrival we were most thankful for the roaring fire which James Huppatz 
had lit for us. We were all overwhelmed by the size and the facilities at Marschalls 
and I thoroughly recommend a night here for people walking on the trail. 

The Walking Committee would like members to send in articles for the Trailwalker. 
Many of our walkers have participated in the weekends away or have had some 
interesting walks here in our state, interstate or overseas. Our readers are always 
interested to hear of your adventures so why not write an article and share it with us. 

We do not hear very much about the Baltic States for walking. Having just come 
back from a trip to Latvia, Russia and Germany I was pleasantly surprised by the 
Gauja National Park of Ligatne. Opened 1in 1975 this park is 100 km long by 50 km 
wide. Walking can be enjoyed on many trails and facilities for horseriding and 
camping are also available. The beautiful Gauja River runs through the park with 
quiet beaches and sandstone cliffs. One may hire canoes here and spend many 
hours exploring. There is a series of nature and botanical trails within the park itself 
winding their way through the forests of tall Riga pine and other native trees. I think 
it is always interesting to see what is happening elsewhere as we can always learn 
something. 
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In the meantime the Committee is busy thinking up new ideas for the programme 
next year. We will be coming up with weekends in different places as we try to 
provide as much variety as possible. 

Looking forward to seeing many of you on the Trail during the next few months. 

Sadie Leupold 

GROUP RESPONSIBILITIES 

My appreciation to Colin and Marlene Edwards for their thoughtful and 
comprehensive reminders on the responsibilities of walkers to their trail leader and 
to their fellow walkers. 

Sometimes walkers are unaware that before the walk takes place, the leader has 
spent time and petrol in choosing the terrain, finding the "best" routes, selecting 
"good" spots for breaks, and being familiar with "escape" places in case of accident. 
This is usually most pleasurable. 

However, the pleasure soon evaporates on the walk when one walker, less able 
than the group (for many and varied reasons) refuses to return to the cars under the 
guidance of a qualified second in command. As this person drags further and 
further behind, the group, usually cold and wet, becomes angry, and the leader is 
forced to make the unpleasant decision to split the group. The pleasure also 
evaporates when one or two very fit people stride ahead of the group. The leader 
worries that they may become lost and, unconsciously, walks faster himself with 
resultant distress to the members of the group. 

The search for Walk Leaders is not easy, so it behoves us all to read this article 
carefully. If we wish to enjoy the privileges of regular Friends Walks, it behoves us 
to accept the accompanying responsibil ities. 

Thanks aga in Marlene and Colin. 

Jennifer J Dow (a regular Walk Leader) 
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CASTAMBUL- SUNDAY 25th JUNE 

"Ric, how would you like to lead a walk sometime?" 

"Sure Arthur, one of these days I will ." 

Trailwalker No. 52, listing the Walking Programme for 1995; and there it was -26th 
Nov. - Leader Ric Trutwin. 

Marlene and Colin had spoken of the 'hard Boxing Day walk" they had the two 
previous years. Castambul! The name conjures thoughts of bull -fighting and 
exhaustion. But a hard walk might well keep the numbers down to zero, at the most 
2 or 3. 

So Castambul it was but the date was put back from November to June because lan 
Selby was planning a trip to an Austrian Opera House. Oh dear! It's May already 
and the walk date is six weeks away. 

Colin offered to do a 'reccy' with me and with Sadie, Brad, Jill , Carol , lan, Kay and 
Marlene, we did just that on June 4th. It was a sunny, clear day and the walk was 
an easy day of note taking, observing features, picking mushrooms, many stops, 
and getting the overall general .bearings and idea of the walk. Nothing to it ! 

Only three people had their names down with one week to go. We may have to 
cancel I secretly hoped. Friday 23rd in the Office and there are 17 people on the 
list. 17 masochists. They'd been told of an A+ walk, long, hard, uphill and for 
experienced walkers only. 

We met at the junction of Maryvale Rd and Montacute Rd at 8.30 am. After 
introductions and technical ities, we moved off from Valley Rd at 9 am with an 
immediate straight up heart pumper ot a four wheel drive track. We continued 
climbing to a ridge where we climbed still further. A sneaky look back at the 
Northern Suburbs of Adelaide , already a distant patch on the horizon, gave us a 
quick chance to catch our breath. At 1 0 am we had a short drink stop before we 
tackled the cl imb to further heights. Was that Marble Hill in the distance? The mist 
was thick and visibil ity minimal but the rain kept away and it was ideal walking 
weather. 

Past the pine forest and over a stile under shady trees brought a sl ight chill to the 
muscles. We soon arrived at the Dog Boarding Kennels and the residents seemed 
to be pleased with us judging from the reception we received. 

We stopped for lunch where the Heysen Trail intersected the track we were on and 
while Steven showed off his new ra in jacket, Colin commented that at the rate we 
were going we'd be finished at 1.30 pm. Was this the hard A+ walk? So with input 
from Maureen, Mark and Col in we detoured from our original plan and walked a 
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route that put us in sight of St. Peter - in more ways than one. But it was worth it 
even though at the time we felt it would never end. The trail brought us to where we 
had Morning Tea and the final downhill to the cars at 3.30 pm. 

"Twenty two kilometres", said Ralph as he eyed his walk meter. 

Thanks everyone. I enjoyed the walk and your company and the comments at the 
end indicated you did too. 

"When's my next walk Arthur?" 

Ric Trutwin 

Just a short note of appreciation about one of our sponsors. 

I recently noticed some wear and tear on my ROSSI BOOTS. Wanting to make 
them last as long as possible I took them to a shoe repair centre and was informed 
that they were unable to do anything for them. Not satisfied with this I rang ROSSI 
BOOTS in ADELAIDE for some. advice as to what glue I would need to repa ir the 
small separation that had happened between leather and rubber seal. I made it very 
clear to the gent who took my call that it was NOT a complaint as I was very happy 
with their product. In fact after many kilometres wa lking THE HEYSEN TRAIL, being 
submerged for days in the peat bogs of Tasmania, left outside the cabins to freeze 
overnight and scraping over rocks in the highlands how they even still resemble 
boots is beyond me. Their response was pure support for their product with no 
hesitation or questions they went out of their way to assist me. I am glad I initially 
bought their product and with my wife and ch ildren looking to join me in this 
marvellous recreation of WALKING I know whose brand I wi ll be purchasing. 

Just as a footnote it there are any father son I daughter, mother daughter I son or 
families (isn't that a pol itically correct mouth fu ll ) looking to do weekend away walks 
please give me a ring on 391 1696 A/H. 

BUSHWALKING LEADERSHIP SA 
21ST BIRTHDAY 

Stephen Boyle 

The board has come of age and to celebrate this occasion a diner has been arranged 
please contract the office on 2126299 for further details. 
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FIRST WALK TO MARSCHALLS HUT 

"Last out of the hut writes the story". That was Pres ident Arthur Smith talking. It 
was the inaugural walk of the Friends to Marschalls Hut near the Heysen trail just 
below Peters Hill out of Kapunda. This was on Sunday 23rd of July 95. Well it was 
George Driscoll who was last to tumble out of this wonderful 'new' building. So here 
is the story. 

Marschalls Hut was recently officially opened for use by walkers on the trail. It was 
rebuilt from a derel ict stone ruin originally built in the 1850's. The Marschall family 
including eight children came to South Australia from Germany. It is sobering to 
imagine the country in those days, building a home stone by stone in a harsh new 
land many miles from the capital 'city' of Adelaide settled only a few years earlier. 

On our walk we were privileged to approach the hut which had smoke curling from 
the chimney. A log fire was warming the room as a welcome. This was prepared by 
the owners of the property James and Ena Huppatz who called in to make us feel at 
home on the first organised walk into the building. Our entries in the log book are 
on page one. 

James and Ena are descendants of original settlers and still farming in the area. 
There is a private cemetery just down from the homestead which was visited by 
many of the walkers. There are German gravestones and recent memorials 
commemorating the lives of the early settlers. 

Marschalls Hut is not only a tribute to the Pioneer families but also to the craftsman 
from Mission SA who rebuilt the homestead in the same style as the original. 

Make sure you vis it Marschalls Hut. It is a good place to stay overnight on a walk 
on the Tra il or call in for a lunch break as organised by our President on this 
inaugural walk. 

George Driscoll 

Thanks to Kath Cox for typing this edition of ~~The Trailwalker" 
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Introductory Walks: 

13th August 

1Oth September 

8th October 

12th November 

Friends Walks: 

27th August 

27th August 

24th September 

24th September 

22nd October 

22nd October 

26th November 

26th November 

Weekend: 
September 
Friday 1st 
Saturday 2nd 
Sunday 3rd 

Backpacking 

Weekend: 

October 

WALKING PROGRAMME 1995 

Belair National Park Leader Bradley Howell 

South Side Leaders Barry & Wendy Phillips 

Ansley's Hill Leader Marlene Edwards 

Linear Park Leader Neville Southgate 

Mt Gawler Leader Sue Croser 

Aaron Valley, Deep Creek Leader Sadie Leupold 

Mt. Crawford/Mt. Gawler area Leader lan Robertson 

Devils Nose Leader Gilbert Baker 

Melrose 

Mt. Crawford 
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Leader Jamie Shephard 

Leader Chris Bagley 

Leader Ric Trutwin 

Leader Jennifer Dow 

Leaders Colin Edwards 
and Sadie Leupold 

Leader Mark Darter 
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GREENING GAWLER 
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The first date in June set for tree planting on the Network Trail , near Gawler was 
Sunday June 11 . The Friday before, we were all contacted and told not to turn up, 
because the only two-legged creatures that would have been able to get into the 
planting area were the ducks. 

The following week on June 18 all systems were go. Gunther Schmitz packed our 
shovels, pick and gloves into the car and headed off. We arrived at 8.30 am to meet 
the other members of our greening group. They were: Dennis and Caroline Slade, 
Pat and Peter Clark, Barbara and lan Philip, Barbara Rundle, Jo Seton. We headed 
to the designated planting area and found Barbara R. already hard at work. She 
had been hard at work for over an hour (so she tells us). Barbara instructed us to 
commence with grass clearing and hole digging in preparation for the seedlings 
grown by Dennis, Caroline and Jim Crinion. Jo wasn't able to stay any longer than a 
couple of hours due to a prior engagement, but her help was most appreciated. 

Dennis and Caroline brought the seedlings with them. (Try to imagine a combi-van, 
with a living forest in the back). Peter, Dennis and lan cut up the stakes to 
appropriate lengths, Pat, Barbara, Caroline, Barbara and Jo planted the seedlings 
while Gunther and myself continued to dig holes. 

Lunch was a well earned break, although it looked more like a picnic. There was 
tea, coffee, cake, sandwiches and even lollies for us to eat, to our hearts content. 
Gunther and I even managed to sneak in a few Mars Bars. 

After half an hour for lunch we recommenced our duties. During the day I only saw 
three other living things (apart from ourselves). They were a centipede, baby snake, 
and a bearded creature which we were to learn was called a "Terry Lavender". 
Terry offered to help us but, unfortunately, there were not enough shovels to go 
round. After congratulating us on a job well done, he bid us farewell and that was 
the last any of us saw of this "endangered species". 

After finishing the tree planting at 3. 30 pm we all congratulated ourselves on having 
planted 300 trees. Goodbyes were said by all , with promises that we \A/Ould all help 
out again 'v\lhen needed. New roots were set by all on this day, not only by the trees, 
but also by those who planted them. New friendships were made and old ones 
rekindled. We all left secure in the knowledge that in our own small way we had 
contributed to greening Australia (and our walking trails) and making this planet a 
better place for all of us. 

So if you would like to help us plant trees (and possibly get the chance to see an 
"endangered species") phone the office on 212 6299 and register your interest. 
Only you can help. No age restrictions apply. Don't leave it up to only a few. 
Remember the saying: "Many Hands Make Light Work". 

I look forward to welcoming you all at a future greening day. 

Richard Schmitz 
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BACKPACKING INTRODUCTORY WEEKEND 

Mt. Crawford Forest 

28th- 29th October 

Leader - Mark Darter 

• For members who are experienced day walkers, with a minimum background of 
3 long Friends walks. 

• No camping experience is necessary. 

• Cost $10 (includes pre-trip briefing). 

• Bookings and payment to the office by 13th October. 

• Further enquiries contact the office of Friends of the Heysen Trail and Other 
Walking Groups, 10 Pitt St, Adelaide. Phone: 212 6299 

MEMBERSHIP FORM 
The Membership Secreatary 

Friends of Heysen Trail and Other Walking Trails Inc. 
10 Pitt Street Adelaide S.A. 5000 Phone 2126299 

Please (renew my membership) 
Please ( enrol me as a member) 

delete one 

I enclose $ ___ for years (max. 3 years) 

Membership fees are $15 (single), $24 (Family) 

NAME·-----------------------------------
ADDRESS ________________ __ 

POST CODE ____ _ PHONE. __ _ 
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HISTORY OF THE HEYSEN TRAIL 

by Warren Bonython 

We continue with the reprint of the early history of the Heysen Trail (Parts 1 & 2 
were reprinted in the April 1995 Trailwalker). 

Our first three years, 1970 - 72, was a period of confident and enthusiastic planning 
and data collection. Five very competent and dedicated young officers of the State 
Planning Authority worked for us. Their labours and achievements - chiefly 
unremembered now - constituted important spade-work which contributed towards 
the eventual blossoming of the Heysen Trail after 1978. Posterity ought to know 
about them and what they did. 

Their names were A. Lothian, A.L. Withy, G. Perkin, R.J . Teague, H. Showell and 
D.O. Brodeur. They field-surveyed and mapped alternative routes - mainly in 
southern Fleurieu Peninsula, they interviewed landholders and they addressed 
meetings under the auspices of District Councils, including some in the Lower North. 

The first obstacle was a general resistanoe to the innovative Heysen Trail idea and 
the open hostility of certain councils to it. The latter would raise objections such as 
the walkers being likely to start bushfires and to perpetrate vandalism (charges 
which walkers - that most re$ponsible section of the community - vehemently 
denied). 

Other fears expressed were over the safety of the property and stock of landholders 
through whose land the trail would pass. The Committee's assurance that trail
users would be required to observe a set of strict regulations as to their conduct 
failed to mollify the objectors. 

However, not every council was opposed to the trail ; the D.C. of Crystal Brook was 
keen for the route to be varied so as to pass through its area 

The next obstacle emerged in 197 4 when the Crown Law Department queried the 
power of the State Planning Authority to expend its funds on the trail. We conferred 
with our Minister (the Han. Glen Broomhill , MP) who as the result agreed to the 
drafting of a "Recreation Trails" Bill - to cover not only the Heysen Trail but other 
walking Trails as well. It was duly prepared, but no further progress seemed to be 
made; we endured a long period without receiving positive information. Meanwhile 
in 1976 the S.P.A. was definitely told that it could not expend its funds on the 
Heysen Trail. 

A third obstacle then appeared. A shortage in staff numbers forced the S.P.A. 
progressively to withdraw those staff seconded for development of the trail. Trail 
planning slowly ground to a halt. 
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While they were still hoping for passage of the lagging Bill the committee made a 
desperate effort to get the trail started by constructing and opening a nine-kilometre 
section within the Cleland Conservation Park, using largely the resources of the 
National Parks and Wildlife Service. The Governor, Sir Mark Oliphant, opened it on 
May 1976. 

The Recreation Trails Bill was a comprehensive 19-page document. An aspect of 
its thrust is illustrated by Part IV which opened with - "Public ownership of the land 
forming the trail is the best means of ensuring the permanence of the trail and its 
proper management." It was known to be in the Government's legislative "pipeline" 
late in 1976, but Parliament rose without its being tabled; it was not heard of again. 
I believe that it was thought to be too controversial politically because it also 
incorporated the power of compulsory acquisition of land. 

The stalemate continued through 1977. I recall meeting in August of that year with 
the Minister for Planning (the Han. Hugh Hudson, MP) and John Mant to try to help 
the trail along, but the Government had other ideas. 

On 14th November 1977 State Cabinet, in a milestone decision, accepted a group of 
recommendations on the "Development amd Management of Conservation, 
Recreation and other Reserves" . I learnt this much later, at another interview with 
the Minister on 30 March 1978, being told that one of the recommendations was that 
the responsibility for all walkin'g trails should be transferred to the Department of 
Tourism, Recreation and Sport- this to embrace the former National Fitness Council 
network as well as the Heysen Trail. 

So I then made a call on the Minister of Tourism, Recreation and Sport (the Han. 
Tom Casey, MLC) to press the points that the Heysen Trail should not be down
graded to "just one of the trails", but that it should be allowed to keep its own identity 
and that it should be promoted with some priority. I am glad to say he took these 
points well. 

I chaired the thirty-ninth, and last, meeting of the Long Distance Trail Committee on 
11 April 1978. Members attending were Ron Caldicott, Terry Lavender, Albert 
Simpson and D.E. Wilsdon, with Secretary R.E. Vieraitis. (Alex Me Donald and B.C 
Thompson sent apologies) . It was an emotive and nostalgic climax to that first eight 
years. Two months later - on 13 June 1978, we were formally disbanded. I felt 
dispirited by all the past frustrations, so I went off on a trek in the Himalayas to 
forget about them. 

There was little to show in the way of a trail, but some of the spade work done 
undoubtedly rubbed off to good effect in th,e second phase soon to be described. I 
mentioned some earlier. In addition the Committee had made a comprehensive 
survey of potential trail users, had prepared a manual of walking trail design and 
construction for South Australian conditions and had devised a detailed system for 
sign-posting trails. 
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SCOOP PURCHASE 

AUSTRALIAN MADE UNISEX SHORT SLEEVED TSHIRTS 

WHITE ONLY WITH THE HEYSEN TRAIL LOGO SCREEN-PRINTED IN RED 

VARIOUS SIZES AVAILABLE UNTIL SOLD OUT 

LIMITED STOCKS 

EXCLUSIVE TO THE FRIENDS OF THE HEYSEN TRAIL 

NORMAL PRICE $12.00 each 

OUR PRICE $5.00 each 

POSTED TO YOUR HOME $7.00 each 

PAYMENT WILL BE ACCEPTED BY CASH, CHEQUE, MONEY ORDER, VISA, 

BANKCARD, AND MASTERCARD 

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS PRESENr BIRTHDAY PRESENT, OR OVERSEAS GIFT 

FEW REMAINING 

HEYSEN TRAIL LOGO EMBROIDERED BADGES (3 em x 4.5 em) $2.00 each 

PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY 

1 ONLY SIZE 12 GREY WINDCHEATER EMBROIDERED WITH 

THE FRIENDS OF THE HEYSEN TRAIL LOGO 

WAS $26.00 

NOW $15.00 

1 ONLY SIZE 16 WHITE POLO SHIRT SILK-SCREENED WITH 

THE FRIENDS OF THE HEYSEN TRAIL LOGO 

WA-S $22.50 

NOW $15.00 
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